Skyline Tube Ultra
Sleek, structural, versatile

exhibiting solutions

Great for In-lines, Islands, Kiosks

Skyline Tube Ultra
Skyline Tube Ultra is the perfect
system for exhibitors who require
structure to support product and
presentation equipment, but want
to avoid the weight – and costs
– of systems that were designed
to create large island exhibits.
Unlimited Design and Flexibility
Sleek round and square components are modular and have slots
running the length of the tube for
maximum flexibility and storage of
unsightly wires.
Innovative Slot Banner System
A breeze to install, graphics are
attached within the slot for a
clean, professional brand
presentation.

Why pay for excess? Get the sophisticated
design and functionality structural systems
provide without the unnecessary weight
of traditional custom or larger modular
systems.

Skyline Tube Ultra easily reconfigures to
fit varying booth spaces.

Packs small to save on operating costs
like shipping, drayage and storage. The 20’
exhibit above fits in just 2 cases!

Sleek components and a host of accessories
allow for unique and elegant designs – either
on its own or in conjunction with other
Skyline systems.
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Features:
1 Detachable Graphics
Flat, curved SkyTruss sections,
made of steel, connect to Tube
Ultra and can carry magnetic
graphics that are easy to install
and update.
2 Adjustable Shelving
Sturdy shelves are available in
a variety of shapes and finishes
and are easily repositioned to fit
your needs.
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3 Integral Workstations
Skyline Mosaic® and Engage®
panel systems attach directly to
Tube Ultra to create workstations
that are truly integral – eliminating
redundant structure and reducing costs.

4 Powerful Fabric Graphics
Skyline Fabric Graphics attach
within the slot to provide big,
seamless graphics that are ultra
lightweight and pack small.
5 Stand-off Graphics
Logos and shapes, precision-cut
from a variety of materials, add
dimension to your brand and are
repositionable to any point along
the tube.

From Island to Inlines to Kiosks

Tube Ultra supports both fabric and rigid graphic
panels along with a variety of accessories and workstations.

Versatile Tube Ultra allows you to create exhibits of varying
sizes by using components from your larger exhibit. Or, if you
are starting small, you can add components over time for a
larger presence as you grow.

20-foot Inline

10-foot Inline

Marketing Kiosks

Skyline Tube Ultra: A Blend of Structure and Style

Versatile Tube Ultra integrates seamlessly with other Skyline systems to achieve a distinct look and meet your functional needs.

Ceiling treatments add interest and style.
Accessories attach nearly anywhere and
are easily repositionable.

Versatile components and integral panels
allow for creative structures of all kinds
– even functional workstations.

Stylish shelving and a variety of graphics
create attractive product display kiosks.
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